Copper (Cu) is a commercially important material used in semiconductor devices and other nanostructured materials. The accurate characterization of nano-scale deposition layers, dopant distributions, and impurity concentrations in Cu is of fundamental importance for the continued development of nanostructured materials. One quantitative compositional analysis technique that has the requisite sub-nanometer spatial resolution and high spectral resolution required for this type of characterization is atom-probe tomography (APT) [1] . During pulsed-laser APT three of the adjustable experimental parameters that influence the mass resolution are the laser pulse energy, laser pulse frequency, and specimen base temperature. For example, a pulse energy that is too low may degrade the mass resolution, ( m/Δm), and increase the tail size after major peaks in some materials [2] . On the other hand, it is well known that too high a pulse energy can cause uncontrolled field evaporation due to overheating of the tip thereby degrading mass resolution and dramatically increasing the tail size. Additionally, it has been demonstrated that laser pulse frequency affects the mass resolution and tail size in some materials but not others [3] . It is also known that too high a specimen base temperature may degrade the mass resolution and increase the size of the tails in some materials [4] . Additionally, the specimen geometry affects mass resolution depending on the thermal properties of the material [5] . Little attention has been paid to date on the influence of experimental parameters and specimen geometry during pulsed-laser APT of Cu hence their effects are not well understood. Optimization of these parameters and geometry would facilitate high mass resolution and improved mass spectra quality during APT analysis.
Initial results on the influence of laser pulse energy between 40 and 80 pJ, laser pulse frequency between 100 and 500 kHz, and specimen base temperature between 20 and 80 K during pulsed-laser APT are presented using a 3 3 torr). The mass resolution at full-width at half-maximum (FWHM), (m/Δm) FWHM , the voltage-derived tip radius, r tip , and the estimated shank half-angle, γ, were determined in the Cameca Integrated Visualization and Analysis (IVAS ® ) software. Normalized mass spectra, which were normalized to the number of counts at the mass-to-charge-state ( m / n ) ratio that has the maximum ion detection events at 63 
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, were used to compare the mass spectra of selected individual experiments. The results indicate that the mean of the quantity (m/Δm) FWHM improves with decreasing pulse energy, exhibits an optimum at a 250 kHz pulse frequency, and improves with decreasing base temperature, Figs. 1(a) -(c) . The mass resolution also exhibits an improving trend with increasing specimen tip radius and increasing shank half-angle. The tail magnitude and length after the major single-charged state peaks increases with decreasing pulse energy. The pulse frequency and base temperature have limited effect on the tail size. Interaction effects between experimental parameters and specimen geometry are also discussed [6] .
